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Complying with legislature and security requirements 

Legislature and security requirements are country specific and may relate to: 

 driving authorisation documents; 

 type of vehicle allowed; 

 size of vehicles; 

 communication equipments fitted into vehicles; 

 duties and taxes; 

 return of vehicles - some countries do not allow the re-export of vehicles; 

 safety requirements; and 

 vehicle jurisdiction - some vehicle cannot operate outside a specified area. 

The key to successful observance of health and safety is the development of an 

organisational culture of awareness of, and compliance with health and safety 

issues. To ensure that this is possible the Health & Safety policy document must be 

practical and be incorporated within day to day tasks. 

Health & Safety Specifics in Fleet Management 

Some organisations manage their own routine minor repairs and vehicle service 

workshops. Some basic health and safety measures for workshops would be: 

 clear environments around work stations; 

 completed risk assessments and action taken where risks are highlighted, i.e. 

warning tape on raised flooring; 

 inductions; 



 practice drills for fire evacuation; and 

 availability of and mandatory use of safety equipment such a goggles, boots, gloves, 

etc. 

There are five areas specific to transport management where local health and safety 

procedures will probably need to be agreed and documented by the fleet technical 

staff: 

1. Fuel stores 

2. Safe operation of vehicles 

3. Accident and incident procedures for vehicles 

4. Vehicle workshops 

5. Security of vehicle assets 

Drivers 

As part of fleet management it is necessary to divide drivers into categories based 

on skills and competence. Constant evaluation of their skills, regular training and 

refresher courses will improve driver and vehicle performance, reduce number of 

accidents and reduce maintenance costs. 

Each organization has the responsibility of identifying relevant training and courses 

available. These could be included in organizational capacity building programs for 

drivers. 

Conclusion 

Fleet management in organisations is expensive. Vehicles are valuable assets and 

critical for business continuity. They therefore require adequate attention. 

The same is true for fleet managers overseeing complex fleet operations on a daily 

basis. The potential to manage your fleet effectively while growing your bottom 

line is huge. 



In fact, there are a number of habits that can make for highly effective fleet 

managers. These best practices, when applied appropriately, can really make a 

difference in your company’s bottom line and the overall safety of your workforce. 

Taking lessons from Fleetio customers around the world and notable fleet 

professionals, we have compiled a list of basic principles that are pretty much 

guaranteed to improve your fleet operations by making you—the fleet manager—a 

lot more effective in the process. 

 

Act, don’t react when it comes to the safety of your fleet 

With the numerous distractions and safety hazards for your drivers, it is always a 

good idea to get ahead of any potential problems. If you wait until an accident or 

near miss, then your company and employees could pay dearly. The cost of a hands-

free device, driver behavior monitoring app or in-cab camera may seem 

unnecessary, but the alternative is always going to be more expensive. 

Be proactive by understanding what your drivers are doing when you’re not looking. 

 

Make fleet vehicle maintenance management easy and accessible 

People are inherently lazy. If you want your drivers to keep up with routine vehicle 

service and maintenance, you need to make inspections, scheduling and reporting 

as effortless as possible. We’ve seen whiteboards, handwritten notes and file 

folders used to keep fleets on schedule. Cloud-based fleet management software 

with mobile accessibility and automated features like service reminders are the key 

to a successful vehicle maintenance program. 

Simplify fleet maintenance management by making it mobile, automated and 

accessible by anyone you want on your team. 
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